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New World Mobility

It has been a successful year for New World Mobility (“NWM”).

A strong emphasis on cost control, high network efficiency

and continuing service quality enabled NWM to achieve a net

profit. The subscriber base as at June 2002 exceeded 720,000

with a gross ARPU (Average Revenue Per User) of HK$260. As

of now the subscriber base has climbed to 770,000.

The introduction of a series of customer-oriented services 

and innovative applications successfully expanded NWM’s

revenue sources. These include a service for downloading

logos and ringtones, a movie ticketing service, and the

provision of financial information and mobile games. Despite

a highly competitive environment, the market responded

enthusiastically. 

A particular success in mobile gaming was Super Stable,

Hong Kong’s first game on the theme of rearing horses. 

Super Stable was launched in January 2002 to widespread

acclaim and stimulated SMS (Short Messaging Services)

usage significantly. To sustain the momentum, NWM took 

the pioneering step in May 2002 of making Super Stable

available to all handset users in Hong Kong, a move that

effectively broke the boundary between competing networks

and successfully increased exposure for the New World

Mobility brand. In June 2002, NWM announced its partnership

with Taiwan’s leading mobile operator Far EasTone to further

extend Super Stable to mobile users in Taiwan, setting a

milestone in the development of mobile network games 

in Asia. 

As an ongoing service strategy, NWM will continue to work

with third party content providers to provide innovative and

customer-oriented services to different user segments. 

NWM has already partnered with Hong Kong’s Emperor

Entertainment Group and Japan’s leading mobile internet

solutions provider Cybird to develop entertainment content

for young female subscribers. This new service is particularly

innovative and its August 2002 launch had a major impact in

the market. 

NWM has a coherent strategy to embrace future

developments in mobile communications and will continue

to leverage its partners’ expertise to bring innovative 

telecommunications

Left: Launched in August 1997, New World Mobility is one of 

Hong Kong’s leading mobile communications operators.
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